PROFILE PLUS

Take Community to the Next
Level with Personalization
Create a personalized community experience
based on member interests and expertise
People would participate in community more if they could more easily and quickly find
relevant content and if their online community experience was more uniquely tailored to
their interests. Profile Plus takes community to the next level, by creating a personalized
community experience that enlists more participants and drives community members
to be more engaged and create more high quality and relevant content. Profile Plus
leverages Lithium’s proprietary algorithms and data, and benefits from the large network
of communities on the Lithium Platform.
How does Profile Plus benefit consumers?
•

Registered community members get a better, personalized experience that shows content
relevant to them and motivates them to contribute more content

•

Registered community members get tailored recognition and rewards based on topical
expertise and influence that can be linked to gamification

•

Casual and anonymous users find better quality answers faster

How does Profile Plus benefit brands?
A personalized curated feed surfaces relevant
content, based on topical expertise and
interests, while a personal dashboard shows
ranking and activity according to topic

•

Faster resolution rates and improved loyalty and satisfaction due to better user experience

•

Easily identify top influencers and experts by topic

•

Easily identify top interests and expertise of connected members

How does it work?
When a user opts into Profile Plus, based on his or her social activity in community and in their
social networks, our algorithm surfaces topics that the user has an interest in and, if applicable,
expertise. A user can then select or deselect topics they want to see in their personalized
community feed, connect their social networks, and select signature interests that the user
wants to display in their community profile.
Easily identify top experts and influencers by
topic and leverage data for more personalized
service and marketing

Profile Plus is activated within the Admin console and Studio. A community manager can then
enable co-registration, which allows for Profile Plus to be included as part of the default new
community member registration process. After that a community manager has the option to
select from various components that can be dropped into the community experience including:
•

Personalized feed curated

•

Personal dashboard shows rank and activity

•

Advanced identity and privacy controls

•

Call-to-Action (CTA) components motivate users to activate Profile Plus

•

Hover card with topical expertise and in-place CTA for non-connected users

•

In-context display of topical expertise at post level

To learn more
For additional information about Profile
Plus, please contact your Lithium Account
Representative or visit lithium.com
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